BOUGHT AND PAID
We got a deficit high • Printing dollars like a pouring rain • We got a leader who lies • When he says that he’s got the change • They keep em
organized • Pulling dues from their take home pay • They called a general strike • And the legislators ran away • Working the system like a
three card monty • Filling the streets with signs of socialist rage • Haven’t you heard about the class war coming? • Bussing the outrage in •
You know it’s bought and paid • It’s their stock and trade • It’s all union made • It’s all bought and paid • It’s the American Dream • We can all
have a piece of the pie • You build your expertise • Go get yours baby • I’ll get mine • But now you’re trying to say • That you don’t have
enough to get by • You can’t find a way • You’re gonna take it from the other guy • Working the system like a three card monty • Filling the
streets with signs of socialist rage • Haven’t you heard about the class war coming? • Bussing the outrage in • You know they’re bought and
paid • Stock and trade • It’s all union made • They’re all bought and paid • Distortion and Lies • Working the angles • The taxpayer dies • I’m
grabbing my ankles • Rigging the system • It’s pissing me off • Feels like a fisting • Turn your head and cough • Working the system like a
three card monty • Filling the streets with signs of socialist rage • Haven’t you heard about the class war coming? • Bussing the outrage in •
You know it’s bought and paid • It’s their stock and trade • It’s all union made • It’s all bought and paid • Bought and paid • It’s the stock and
trade • It’s all union made • You know they’re bought and paid • It’s all bought and paid
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TAXIN MY TREE
I grow a tree • It’s my money maker • I water each day with my deeds and my brain • The roots are my family and the trunk is my savior •
The branches protect me from the wind and the rain • Now the government fee • Is taxing my tree • They say they can grow one much better
than me • And they try to create • A utopian state • Where everything’s free to fill everyone’s plate • My tree grows high from the earth into
the sky • The fruit’s not free because • The government keeps • Taxin My Tree • Taxin My Tree • All of my friends they have trees of their
own • The fruit is their clothes and their cars and their homes • They try to maintain some level of sane • That will feed them through winter •
Till spring comes again • But the government fees • They’re taxing our trees • As well as the dirt and the rain and bees • They're no longer
ours • They’ve taxed all the flowers • They’ve sold all our seeds to build their ivory towers • My tree grows high from the earth into the sky •
The fruit’s not free because • The government keeps • Taxin My Tree • Keeps Taxin My Tree • Taxin My Tree • My tree grows high from the
earth into the sky • The fruit’s not free because • The government keeps • Taxin My Tree • They’re Taxin My Tree • Taxin My Tree

FOR ISRAEL
When Pharaoh Ruled • In days of old • Moses said • Let my people go • Through ages since • Through Hitler's Crimes • The chosen lived •
Her people survived • Her People have thrived • Forever we stand by her side • The road is long • For Israel • Come no harm • For Israel •
Stand up strong • For Israel • I sing my song • For Israel • For Israel • Balfour said • By its decree • A homeland made • Beside the sea •
Then in ‘48 • By the victor's hand • The UN gave • Her people the land • A small bit of sand • A place for her nation to stand • The road is
long • For Israel • Come no harm • For Israel • Stand up strong • For Israel • I sing my song • For Israel • For Israel • Through shrouds of hate
Through the lens of time • You see one state • Who's history shines • As evil plots • The solution's end • I cast my lot • Forever her friend •
Good tidings I send • Her children I swear to defend • Yeah • Yeah • The road is long • For Israel • Come no harm • For Israel • Stand up
strong • For Israel • I sing my song • For Israel • For Israel • The road is long • For Israel • Come no harm • For Israel • Stand up strong •
For Israel • I sing my song • For Israel • For Israel

CLOSE THE BORDER
A southern invasion is smothering our nation • Bringing in chaos and crime • The promise of government social assistance • Encourages
millions to try • Violence spills over • Our citizens know there • Are limits to what they can do • The misguided leader just offers more theatre
And says that the problem is you • Close the border or • This country’s over and it’s • Mental disorder not to • Close the border • Close it right
now • Escaping corruption they sneak in disruption • Has anyone got common sense? • The incoming swarm is becoming the norm • And the
people screaming build us a fence! • Coyotes, drug runners, Mexican mafia • Evil pouring in like a flood • Murder spills over our too porous
border • And fills up the desert with blood • Close the border or • This country’s over and it’s • Mental disorder not to • Close the border •
Close it right now • Seal off the border • No hesitation • The people order • Defend our nation • Close the border • With shock and awe •
Restore the order • Enforce the freakin law! • Immigration’s fine • Take your place in line • Do it legal like everyone else • But don’t be a
crook • Do it by the book • And earn a share of America’s wealth • But first • Close the border or • This country’s over and it’s • Mental
disorder not to • Close the border • Close it right now • Close the border or • This country’s over and it’s • Mental disorder not to • Close the
border • Let’s do it right now!
	

	

	

	


THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE

Saw a young Marine in an airport

I saw a young Marine in an airport • Sitting on his duffle bag all alone • Another battle-scarred, war-weary hero • Heading back to a place he
calls home • I thought to shake his hand and maybe thank him • For volunteering to take up the fight • But instead I turned to my gate • You
see I didn’t want to miss my flight • Yeah I was in a hurry • And that Sunday sitting in a church pew • Her Navy medals described where she’d
been • I would have thanked her but I had to get home • You see the playoffs were about to begin • Yeah that’s right, I was busy • Thank you
for your service • Why are those words so hard to say? • They put their lives in the line of fire • To keep us safe at home every day • And
everything I have • I owe to those who paid the price • I wish I knew better words to tell them • For their courage and sacrifice • I’d thank
them for their service • Saturday pancakes at the I-Hop • My six year old boy by my side • Dirt covered Little League uniform • He wore a
blood crusted elbow with pride • We saw a few booths down a wounded warrior • A prosthetic where his leg used to be • I asked the waitress
to bring me his tab • He’s done quite enough already for me • Went to pay my bill at the counter • I looked around and saw my son was gone •
But there he stood next to that wounded warrior • In full salute • Tall and Strong • Then with one strong leg and a prosthetic • The man
maneuvered from booth to the aisle • He snapped to attention and returned the salute • You should’ve seen my little boy smile • I walked up to
that man and held out my hand • Thank you for your service • That’s all I really want to say • The man shook my hand and said, “You’re
Welcome” • I’d do it all again any day • And I’m grateful for your kindness • And it fills my heart with pride • But in the heat and fury of the
battle • I did it just for those guys by my side • I appreciate your support • All those years ago • Hell no we wouldn’t go • To fight in Vietnam •
We thought our cause was just • But then it turned to rust and slowly I found out who I am • I’m an American • The ride home took us both in
silence • Till my boy turned to me deep in thought • Daddy why’d the soldier say he’d do it again? • When he lost his leg the last time he
fought • I said It seems to be something kinda special • Only those in uniform understand • That makes them willing to go off and fight for us
To honor and preserve our great land • My boy nodded his head • I think he got it • Thank you for your service • That’s all I really want to say
You put your lives in the line of fire • To keep us safe at home every day • And everything I have and everything I do • I owe to you who pay
the price • I wish I knew better words to thank you • For your courage and sacrifice • I thank you for your service

GARY GRAHAM
	

I’m a political beast – been one since college. But back then
I was a total Lefty – spouting the Marxist party line. Had to, it’s
what my professors had worked so hard to ingrain. But funny what
living on your own, paying your own bills and looking to no one but
yourself for support can do to someone’s mind set after a couple
years. When the university commie crap dust settled… lo, and
behold, a Conservative was born. I can still hear the Sunday night
radio address of Ronald Reagan as the cool sound logic stirred me
to personal responsibility, the notion of self-reliance, limited
government and individual freedom. These weren’t just catch
phrases – but everything the nation was built upon. Back then I
understood it intellectually; but more… I felt it in my gut.
	

Jump forward 35 years and I meet this guy, Lisle Engle. I
like him cuz he’s a musician like me, and also a Conservative like
me. Seems he’s made a CD, plays guitar and sings and writes songs.
And… he’s got a studio! We keep bumping into each other and
threatening to ‘jam sometime’. A year goes by and I finally, out of
the blue, pick up the phone, ring him up and say Hey! Let’s jam! So
now I’m in his studio, tuning up the ol’ Strat… thinkin’ we’ll play
some 12-bar blues or something simple… and he says… “So, you
want to jam… or you want to write something?”
	

Wellsir. Having attempted songwriting since.. forever… and
never having gotten past a few snappy verses and a nice chorus or
two… I said… Sure, let’s write something. Okay, he says… what’s
on your mind? I say, I’m pissed off about the public service
employees’ union makin’ a mess outta the Wisconsin state capitol…
and we started writing.
	

For the next three and a half hours we wrote. And the result
is BOUGHT & PAID. We recorded it in one sitting a couple days
later. I was rather surprised that Lisle (a decent guitar player in his
own right) had me do the guitar lead. I had always considered

myself a rhythm guitarist who does b.g. vocals… and was surprised how good my lead guitar part came out. (Although Lisle did lay in a few
guitar accents in throughout, I did the intro, and short and long leads.) Anyway… this was our homage to Governor Walker’s standing up to
the unions.
	

The next song, TAXING MY TREE was Lisle’s creation alone. His idea, music and lyrics. I simply laid a guitar solo onto it. But it
ignited a competitive drive in me. Oh, what’s this – I leave you alone one minute and you go off on your own and write a song by yourself??
Well watch this! (lol)
	

The result was our next song which I wrote by myself, CLOSE THE BORDER. I live in a largely Hispanic borough of L.A., and
whereas I have many, many lovely and decent Hispanic friends and neighbors… I have watched for years the constant and unchecked influx
of illegals clogging up the freeways, our courts and our social services. As the lyrics say, “Immigration fine, take your place in the line – do it
legal like everyone else. But don’t be a crook, do it by the book – and earn a share of America’s wealth.” Lisle helped shape/alter a couple
lines but mostly I wrote the lyrics, did the music, the riff, and sang b.g. vocals and Lisle sang lead.
	

So we had written and recorded our first three songs – in a space of about three weeks. I was fairly blown away – not only that I’d
found someone in Lisle with whom I could easily work – but also I was floored by how quickly we put songs together and recorded them! I
always thought it took months, years even, to write a good song. Three-and-a-half hours!? Come on!!
	

So then I got the urge to write a song for The Troops. I just had the basic idea and an urge to give back something to our military for
the many sacrifices they make every day so that we can live our lives in peace. I started working on that by myself. Lisle was musing about
what he should write about in the meantime… and since Bebe Netanyahu had just been dissed by President Obama, I suggested he maybe
write a song for Israel. I didn’t even think anything more about that… until a week or so later when Lisle shows up having banged out a
beautiful, haunting song called FOR ISRAEL. I fell in love with it. It contained a musical snapshot of the history of the young nation and
held the deep, time-honored yearning of a people surrounded on all sides by hostility; yet determined to win a lasting peace for its people.
My contribution was the recurring three-note phrase at the end of the choruses, in which I tried to imitate an Israeli sentry on a precipice…
ram’s horn in hand, blowing hard, sending out the clarion call to alert the people below. This song reminds me of the indomitable spirit of
Israel. The world owes much to this tiny nation full of remarkable scientific and technological innovations… and America must ‘stand up tall
for Israel’.
	

Back to me, slogging through draft after draft of the song for the Troops. Maybe I put too much pressure on myself to get it just right.
The reverence and respect I hold for our men and women who choose to serve the proud tradition of the U.S. military is beyond measure. So
much so, that I had always felt a vague uneasiness with the fact that I personally had never served. I had grown up during the draft of the
Vietnam years, and though appalled at the way that war played out… I was even more appalled at the way our troops were treated upon their
return home. I decided to write a song for the Troops… but about folks like me – folks who appreciate and respect out military…but feel
awkward about telling them so. The result, after five weeks of agonizing… was a song called THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE.
Maybe someday, in my wildest dreams, some big-name country star will re-record it and I can retire to a tropical island.

	

Well that’s it, that’s how this started. Lisle and I decided that, what with the country’s sudden, neck-snapping move to the Left that the
Obama presidency had started, it was high time for conservative Americans to stand up and set this country back upon its foundations. We
decided that the key to the fight was found within the pop culture. And we needed to do what we could to win that back. Time is running out.
We have to turn our country back from the unrecognizable, apologizing, helpless, indebted, nanny-state nation of whiners and looters that it is
fast-becoming… and back into the land of the free and home of the brave once again. The real battle isn’t coming from without… it’s coming
from within. The venue is right here, on our own soil and amidst the popular culture of everyday life. It won’t be won with rifles and
grenades and bombers… but with movies and songs and jokes and Fender Strats.
	

These are modern-day protest songs. Because those drugged-out hippie ‘revolutionaries’ from the sixties..? Hey, those guys are in
charge now. We Conservatives are the rebels. We the People, who love America and love what it stands for and respect the principles from
whence it came… We are the citizens fighting once again for Liberty. So join us… and let ring your ‘Chimes of Freedom’… and may they
ring forever. God bless the USA. - G. Graham 2011

LISLE ENGLE
	

We stand at a crossroads in time for this great nation. We all
watch and consider the path before us. We all make our own moves.
We all try to focus and decipher the world at hand and do the best we
can to provide a good life for our communities, friends and families.
	

America has been a grand and bold experiment. Our
Founding Fathers pushed away the rule and traditions of Europe and
came to our shores to find a new way. Our way. E Pluribus Unum.
We cast off the shackles of human slavery under the leadership of
Abraham Lincoln and sacrificed our brothers on the fields of Shiloh
and Gettysburg. Our greatest generation saved the planet from the
grip of Fascism and the chains of tyranny in the 20th Century.
America’s innovative spirit of invention brought the labor saving
machines into the households of the common man, freeing them
from the drudgery of everyday chores and creating the incredible
standard of living that to this day surpasses the rest of the world.
	

I have friends from every cut of the cloth, every side of the
fence and every persuasion of thought. I urge everyone to fight for
what has been given to us by our forebearers and to always embrace
the struggle for the preservation of truth, faith, family and freedom.
Listen to the lessons of history. Keep an open mind, heart and soul.
Life is your gift to live as your heart guides you. It’s never without
struggle and never without regret or fear. Yet, as we face these daily
trials and tribulations, we are all free to shape our lives through good
deeds, self-discipline, tireless industry and positive energy.
	

This is not a time for silence. This is a serious time in our
history where our country will decide together what direction we
wish for the future of our children and grandchildren. Be active and
considerate, but primarily, stay engaged. The songs on this record
are the result of Gary and I kicking around ideas over beers and
creative ranting... trying to express our concerns over many issues
that will certainly shape the future of our nation. - L. Engle 2011

Gary Thanks:
	

My Mom for forcing me to take all those piano lessons as a kid, and for introducing me to musical theater. My Dad who said it
"Doesn't matter what you do in life, just try to be the best you can." Mike Fay for attempting to sing the harmonies of The Beach Boys' "I Get
Around" with me when we were in 7th grade, and planting the seed. Mark McCandless for showing me my first pentatonic guitar scale, that
he called 'boxes'. Mitch Skelly for being such an awesome drummer that I became convinced I'd better concentrate on guitar, cuz I sucked as
a drummer. Lynne Eadie for dumping me in the 10th grade and lighting a something-to-prove fire that sustained me for years.
Mr. Horowitz who believed in my creative writing class that I could write -- and convinced me of same. Felix Schmitdiehl for introducing me
to Jesus in my darkest hour. Dave Nonn for being one of three guys at our first jam. Geno Henderson for being the other one. (Two
musicians playing together is a conversation. THREE musicians is a jam.) Steven Harms for convincing me that yeah I can sing after all.
Ronald Reagan for broadcasting those Sunday evening radio shows that convinced me through common sense that America was good. The
United States Military, through whose steadfast honor, duty, commitment, and sacrifice... my freedom and lifestyle is possible.
Lisle Thanks:
	

Mom has left and returned as my sweet daughter Sammi. My beautiful wife Eliza is my perfect partner in crime. Yuri, Andrea,
Sydney, Chad, Debbie, Eric, Ryan, Ava, Aaron, Lene, Josie, Darren, Stacey, Sevi, Danny, Suzanne, Robert, Charity and Talbot. Thanks to the
troops who keep us safe at home, to god for the gifts of life and liberty, and to all my friends and family, Engles, Houstons, and Hollisters.
Recorded and Mixed at TFK Studios, Los Angeles.
Mixed and Mastered by Lisle Engle
Lisle Engle - Vocals, Guitars, Bass, Drums, Keys
Gary Graham - Vocals, Guitars, Harmonica, Percussion
Dave Nonn - Dobro on Thank You For Your Service
DeeEdwards - BG Vocals on For Israel
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